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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a person identification system that uses as input the shadow images of a walking person, as
projected by multiple lights(in this application invisible/infrared lights); the system uses a database of examples
of shadows images of a number of people who walk. While it is accepted that personal identification has a
higher correct classification rate if views from multiple cameras are used, most systems use only one camera,
mainly because (i) Installation in real-world environments is easier, less cameras and no need to synchronize
cameras, (ii) Computational cost is reduced. In the proposed system, we obtain the advantages of multiple
viewpoints with a single camera and additional light sources. More specific, we install multiple infrared lights
to project shadows of a subject on the ground and a camera with an infrared transmitting filter mounted in
the ceiling inside of a building. Shadow areas, which are projections of one’s body on the ground by multiple
lights, can be considered as body areas captured from different viewpoints; thus, the proposed system is able
to capture multiple projections of the body from a single camera. We explored in other papers the use of sun-
produced shadow for identification of people walking freely in the outdoor. In this paper the application scenario
is a system installed at the airport in the areas that precedes the immigration checkpoint. Japan already has
health monitoring cameras focused on approaching individuals, to determine their health condition; the here
described system would also be installed in such a controlled area with restricted walk corridors of walk and
controlled lighting. Gait is a remote biometrics and can provide early warning; on another hand it can be used
as corroborating evidence in a multi-modal biometrics system. A database of images including shadows for a set
of 28 walking people was collected, and the features extracted from shadow areas by affine moment invariants,
after which identification of the subject followed. The experiments using the database show the effectiveness
of the proposed method and further prove the superiority of using multiple viewpoints compared to a single
viewpoint.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Person identification systems have been used for a wide variety of applications, such as secure access into buildings,
and is expanding further to new applications such as service robots that coexist with human and provide various
personalized services in daily life. Gait is a powerful remote biometric, offering the advantages of identification
from a distance, and of being unobtrusive, as body-invasive sensing is not needed to capture gait information.

Gait identification relies usually in one of the two approaches, using: (1) model-based analysis, or (2)
appearance-based analysis. Model-based approaches include parameterization of gait dynamics, such as stride
length, cadence, and joint angles123 . Traditionally, these approaches have not reported high performances on
common databases, partly due to their needs for 3D calibration information and self-occlusion caused by legs
and arms crossing.

Appearance-based analysis456 uses measurements of gait features from silhouettes by feature extraction meth-
ods, such as gait energy image(GEI)7 , fourier transforms89 , and affine moment invariants10 . Appearance-based
approaches have been used with good results on human identification. Correct classification rates in person iden-
tification are generally better when multiple cameras from different viewpoints are used, yet most of conventional
methods have used one camera, because of (i) easy installation in real environments, less cameras and no need
to synchronize cameras, (ii) a reduction of computation costs.
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In past work, we proposed shadow biometrics which is a projected body area of a subject on the ground by
either the sun in daytime or lights during the night12.13 In that research a camera was used to capture imagery
from a high point in a building, and images of walking people, both shadow and body areas of subjects were
acquired. Since the shadow area can be considered as the area taken from a viewpoint of the sun, That was
equivalent to obtaining images from 2 different viewpoints with one camera.

In applications related to security in controlled spaces, such as at the airport corridors leading to an airport
security passport control (Fig. 1), etc there is an interest to enhance the capability of person identification, for
advanced warning (hence the need for a remote biometric) as well as for the purpose of achieving a multi-modal
system for increased correct classification rate (i.e. working in addition to face biometrics, for example). In
this case the idea is to use multiple lights to generate multiple shadow areas and to capture them with a single
camera. (Multiple cameras have cost, placement and synchronization penalties). For being inconspicuous we
decided to use invisible lights(infrared). Thus, in this paper, we propose a novel person identification system
from shadow biometrics projected on the ground by infrared lights. In the proposed system, at first we install
multiple infrared lights at high places, which project the subject’s body area on the ground, and a camera with
an infrared transmitting filter in the ceiling to capture all shadow areas. Next, we collect a database of (invisible
to the human eye) shadows, for people walking along the corridor, and extract features from the shadow areas
by affine moment invariants10 , followed by people identification.

Shadow areas, which are projections of one’s body on the ground by multiple lights, can be considered as
body areas captured from different viewpoints, so the proposed system enables to capture multiple body areas
from only one camera. The advantage of using infrared lights is that these lights cause less stress on subjects
compared with normal visible lights; in addition it is an observation that is transparent to the subjects, and offers
no reason for falsifying the gait. Figure 2 shows examples of captured images in which the subject’s shadow was
projected by infrared light. Figure 2 (a) shows an example of captured images with a visible light transmitting
filter, which are equivalent to images people see, and Fig. 2 (b) shows an example of images with the infrared
transmitting filter.

Figure 1. An example image at the
airport corridors.11

(a) An example of captured images (b) An example of captured images 

Body

Shadow

with an infrared transmitting filterwith a visible light transmitting filter

Figure 2. Examples of captured shadows projected by infrared light, (a) the image
without filter, which is equivalent to how people see, (b) the image with filter.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the shadow database, invisible to people, and section 3
describes the details of the person identification method. Section 4 explains the experiments using the database.
Conclusions are presented in section 5.
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Figure 3. Experimental setting.

2. INVISIBLE SHADOW DATABASE

This section describes the shadow database. Two infrared lights (Bosch, IR Illuminator 850 nm, UFLED30-8BD)
were placed on both sides, opposite, in respect to the subject, at positions (height 7 [m] and depth 6 [m]), and
a camera (PointGrey Research Inc.，Grasshopper2 M/C) was placed in the ceiling, perpendicular to the ground
as shown in Fig. 3. Areas for acceleration before image capturing area and for deceleration after that capture
were defined (such that the subject has relatively constant speed during capture). Subjects contacted their right
heel at a certain position in the image capturing area after their walking speed reached to their normal one.
The image resolution was 1600×1200 and the frame rate was 30 Hz. This database records experiments with 28
subjects, each with 5 sequences of walk. Figure 4 shows examples of captured images.

3. PERSON IDENTIFICATION USING INVISIBLE SHADOW

This section explains the details of person identification.10 To identify people, we extract gait features by the
following steps: (1) an average image over a gait cycle is calculated and the subject’s area is divided into
multiple areas, and (2) gait features are calculated by affine moment invariants. Finally, a subject is identified
by comparing his features, with the ones in the database.

3.1 Definition of average image and division of subject’s area

Figure 5 shows examples of silhouette images of Fig. 4, which are threshold-segmented foreground images, after
separation from the background. The silhouette area was then scaled to a uniform height, which was set to 512
pixels, and was aligned such that the position of the center of the silhouette area along the x-axis coincided with
the center position of the image along the x-axis. The average image from aligned images of one gait cycle is
defined as follows:

Iaverage(x, y) =
1

T

T∑

t=1

I(x, y, t), (1)

where T is the number of frames in one gait cycle and I(x, y, t) represents the intensity of the pixel (x, y) at
time t. Here, one gait cycle is a fundamental unit to describe the gait during ambulation, which is defined as an
interval from the time when the heel of one foot strikes the ground to the time at which the same foot contacts
the ground again. Figure 6 shows an example of average images.

The human body area was then divided into K areas equally according to the height to extract gait features
not only from the whole area, but also from separated local areas.
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Figure 4. Examples of captured images.

Figure 5. Silhouette images of Fig. 4.

Figure 6. An example of average images (K=4).
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3.2 Affine moment invariants

This section provides details of the use of 2D affine moment invariants. Affine moment invariants are moment-
based descriptors, which are invariant under a general affine transform. The moments describe shape properties
of an object as it appears. For an image the centralized moment of order (p+ q) of an object O is given by

µpq =
∑∑

(x,y)∈O
(x− xg)

p(y − yg)
qI(x, y). (2)

Here, xg and yg are the center of the object. In our method we used twenty two affine moment invariants
I = {I1, I2, . . . . , I22}, and we show six of them1415 .
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3.3 Person identification

The nearest neighbor method was chosen as classifier. In the training phase, gait features were extracted from
training sequences by affine moment invariants, and a database was built. During the identification phase, gait
features are extracted in the same way as in the training phase. Features were extracted from each area, and
features of all areas of a sequence were fused by feature vector concatenation. Finally, the person was identified
by the classifier.

4. EXPERIMENTS

This section shows the results of person identification experiments using the shadow database in Section 2. The
database contains 28 people with 5 sequences for every subject. The correct classification rate was estimated
with the leave-one-out cross validation. Here, in the leave-one-out cross validation a sequence from the database
is selected for a test dataset and the rest of sequences in the database are used as training datasets, and then the
subject in the test dataset is identified. This process is repeated for all combination of test datasets and training
datasets.

At first, we used gait features from whole area (K=1), and the correct classification rate (CCR) was 87.1 %.
Next, we changed the division number to K=2, and the CCRs of upper area and lower area were 90.7 % and
78.6 %, respectively. The reason why the CCR of upper area is better than that of lower area may be: the upper
area includes both the subject’s body area and one’s shadow area and the lower area includes only one’s shadow
area as shown in Fig. 6, so the discrimination capability of the upper area is better than that of the lower area.
Then, we combined both upper and lower areas, and the CCR increased to 94.3 %.

In further tests the division number was increased to K=4 and K=8. Table 1 shows correct classification
rates with respect to the change of division number. From these results, the correct classification rate of K=2
showed the highest score, while the correct classification rates of K=4 and K=8 are worse. The reason may
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be the fact that: the silhouette images include noise and deficits, and these may cause alignment error in the
phase of calculating average images. Hence, a near term direction of work is to implement a method for feature
extraction robust to noise and deficits based on frequency analysis.13

Table 1. The correct classification rates (CCRs).

The division number 1 2 4 8
CCR [%] 87.1 94.3 86.4 87.1

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a system for person identification from shadow images of a walking person projected by invisible
artificial lights. We built a shadow database of walking people. An experimental set-up was built, in which
multiple infrared lights were installed to project shadows of a walking subject on the ground, and a camera with
an infrared transmitting filter installed in the ceiling, The proposed system enables to capture multiple body
areas from only one camera. Experiments with the database showed the effectiveness of the proposed system.
Our preliminary results had a 94.3% CCR on a database of 28 people. Future work will focus on developing a
shadow-based gait identification method robust to appearance changes due to variations of clothes and carried
objects.
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